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Abstract
Cloud computing enables companies to consume a compute
resource, such as a virtual machine (VM), storage or an
application, as a utility just like electricity rather than having to
build and maintain computing infrastructures in house.Cloud
computing boasts several attractive benefits for businesses and
end users. In cloud computing, the most important part is data
center, where client's/user's data is stored. In data centers, the
data might be uploaded multiple time or data can be hacked so,
while using the cloud services the data need to be encrypted and
stored. When it comes to bigdata in cloud, the bigdata means
the huge data sets so its very essential to manage the data in
secure place. Traditional deduplication schemes cannot
paintings on encrypted information. Existing solutions of
encrypted records deduplication be afflicted by security
weakness. They can't flexibly assist statistics get admission to
manage and revocation. Therefore, few of them can be easily
deployed in exercise. In this project, we present an efficient
scheme to deduplicate encrypted data stored in cloud primarily
based on possession undertaking and proxy re-encryption. It
integrates cloud records deduplication with access manage. We
examine its performance based on tremendous evaluation and
computer simulations. The outcomes display the superior
performance and effectiveness of the scheme for ability sensible
deployment, explicitly for bigdata deduplication in cloud
storage.Evaluate its performance based on extensive analysis
and computer simulations with the help of logs captured at the
time of deduplication. In this project, we shows the superior
efficiency and effectiveness of the scheme for potential practical
deployment, especially for big data deduplication in cloud
storage sing dedoop framework and logs those are generated at
the time of deduplication.

Keywords: Access manage, big data, dedoop, cloud
computing, data deduplication, proxy re-encryption,
information hub in cloud

1 INTRODUCTION
CloudComputing is a type of computing that relies on
sharing computing resources rather than having local
servers or personal devices to handle applications.
In cloud computing, the word cloud (also phrased as "the
cloud") is used as a metaphor for "the Internet," so the
phrase cloud computing means "a type of Internet-based
computing," where different services such as servers,
storage and applications are delivered to an organization's
computers and devices through the Internet. Cloud
computing is an on-demand service that has obtained mass
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appeal in corporate data centers. The cloud enables the data
center to operate like the Internet and computing resources
to be accessed and shared as virtual resources in a secure
and scalable manner. Like most technologies, trends start
in the enterprise and shift to adoption by small business
owners.In its most simple description, cloud computing is
taking services ("cloud services") and moving them
outside an organizations firewall on shared systems.
Applications and services are accessed via the Web,
instead of your hard drive. In cloud computing, the
services are delivered and used over the Internet and are
paid for by cloud customer (your business) typically on an
"as-needed, pay-per-use" business model. The cloud
infrastructure is maintained by the cloud provider, not the
individual cloud customer.Cloud computing networks are
large groups of servers and cloud service providers that
usually take advantage of low-cost computing technology,
with specialized connections to spread data-processing
chores across them. This shared IT infrastructure contains
large pools of systems that are linked together.
Virtualization techniques are often used to maximize the
power of cloud computing.
Currently, the standards for connecting the computer
systems and the software needed to make cloud computing
work are not fully defined at present time, leaving many
companies to define their own cloud computing
technologies.
The most critical and useful cloud service is data storage
service. Cloud users upload personal or confidential data to
the data center of a Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and
allow it to maintain these data. Resources, consumes a lot
of energy, and complicates data management.The
development of several offerings in addition makes it
pressing to deploy efficient aid management mechanisms.
Consequently, Deduplication will become critical for large
information storage and processing within the cloud.
Data deduplication is one of the hottest technologies in
storage right now because it enables companies to save a
lot of money on storage costs to store the data and on the
bandwidth costs to move the data when replicating it
offsite for DR. This is great news for cloud providers,
because if you store less, you need less hardware. If you
can deduplicate what you store, you can better utilize your
existing storage space, which can save money by using
what you have more efficiently. If you store less, you also
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back up less, which again means less hardware and backup
media. If you store less, you also send less data over the
network in case of a disaster, which means you save
money in hardware and network costs over time. The
business benefits of data deduplication include:
 Reduced hardware costs;
 Reduced backup costs;
 Reduced costs for business continuity / disaster
recovery;
 Increased storage efficiency; and
 Increased network efficiency.
How deduplication works: Store only unique objects in a
database of objects.
In simplified terms, data deduplication compares objects
(usually files or blocks) and removes objects (copies) that
already exist in the data set. The deduplication process
removes blocks that are not unique. Simply put, the
process consists of four steps:



Divide the input data into blocks or “chunks.”
Calculate a hash value for each block of data.

Use these values to determine if another block of the same
data has already been stored.
Replace the duplicate data with a reference to the object
already in the database.
Once the data is chunked, an index can be created from the
results, and the duplicates can be found and eliminated.
Only a single instance of every chunk is stored.

Fig1: Deduplication in the cloud
The actual process of data deduplication can be
implemented in a number of different ways. You can
eliminate duplicate data by simply comparing two files and
making the decision to delete one that is older or no longer
needed.
But real deduplication solutions use more sophisticated
methods, where the actual math involved can make your
head spin. If you really want to understand all the nuances
of the different mathematical techniques used to find
duplicate data, you should probably take college courses in
statistical analysis, data security and cryptography, and
hey, who knows, if your current line of work doesn’t pan
out, maybe you could even get a job at the NSA! In my
next blog, I will dive deeper into the compute and
implementation methods of deduplication.
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In this project, we are presenting a scheme based on data
ownership challenge, Proxy Re-Encryption (PRE) and
dedoop framework to manage encrypted data storage with
deduplication. We are proposing to clear up the problem of
deduplication inside the situation in which the data holder
isn't always to be had or tough to get involved. Meanwhile,
the performance of facts deduplication in our scheme is not
influenced through the size of data, consequently relevant
for big data.
Mainly, the contributions of this paper are summarized as
below:
 We presents the security and assess the performance
of the proposed scheme through analysis and
simulation. The results show its efficiency,
effectiveness and applicability.
 We optimize the design and implementation for
practical deployment with parallel processing
mechanism for large data sets
 We verify the computation to ensure that CSP behaves
as expected in deduplication management with real
time logs analytics
 We motivate to save cloud storage and preserve the
privacy of data holders by proposing a scheme to
manage encrypted data storage with deduplication.
Our scheme can flexibly support data sharing with
deduplication even when the data holder is offline, and
it does not intrude the privacy of data holders.
 Evaluate its performance based on extensive analysis
and computer simulations with the help of logs
captured at the time of deduplication
 We propose an effective approach to verify data
ownership and check duplicate storage with secure
challenge and big data support.
 We integrate cloud data deduplication with data access
control in a simple way, thus reconciling data
deduplication and encryption.
 To show the superior efficiency and effectiveness of
the scheme for potential practical deployment,
especially for big data deduplication in cloud storage.
Data backed up to a cloud storage library can be
deduplicated. Deduplication eliminates redundant data
segments from the backup and reduces the size of the
backup data. This is particularly useful in Cloud Storage
where data is transferred to the storage target over WAN.
Deduplication with Cloud Storage not only reduces the
storage space requirements, but also reduces the data that is
transferred over the network resulting in faster and
efficient data protection operations.
Direct Deduplication to cloud, the cloud storage is defined
as the storage target in the Media Agent. Deduplication is
enabled either at the client or at the Media Agent. The
deduplicated data is transferred to Cloud Storage library.
The deduplication database resides on the Media Agent (or
on a designated volume that is attached to the Media
Agent).
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Storage. The cloud library is designated as the silo storage
destination and data is migrated using schedules..

Fig2: direct deduplication in Cloud
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes a high-level overview of related work. Section 3
introduces the proposed system and security methods,
preliminaries and notation. Section 4 gives the precise
description of our scheme, observed by way of safety
evaluation and performance assessment in Section 5.
Finally, a concluded summary is presented inside the last
phase.

2 RELATED WORK
Direct Deduplication to Cloud Storage is not supported on
the following platforms:
 Amazon Glacier
 CaringoCAStor
 DDN WOS
 Dell DX Object
Silo Storage is not supported in the Direct Deduplication to
Cloud Storage configuration.
Deduplication to Tape (Silo Storage) is supported in the
Deduplication Using Cloud Gateway configuration.
Configuring Deduplication to Cloud Storage Add the cloud
storage hardware as a new cloud device. Provide the access
credentials as required. Create a deduplicated storage
policy by selected cloud library as the data path library.
See Creating a Storage Policy with Deduplication for
instructions.
Deduplication in Secondary Copies
Deduplication can be enabled for secondary copies during
Storage Policy Copy creation. In this setup, even if the data
on the primary copy is not deduplicated, data on the
secondary copy can be optimized by using deduplication.
The deduplication database resides on the Media Agent (or
on a designated volume that is attached to the Media
Agent), and the deduplicated data is stored in the library.
To create a secondary copy with deduplication, see
Creating a Storage Policy Copy with Deduplication.
Deduplication Using Cloud Gateway
In the Cloud Gateway setup, a UNC path is designated as
the cloud gateway. Individual clients send in their
deduplicated backups to this UNC path. The deduplicated
data is then moved to the Cloud Storage using Silo
Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017

Reconciling deduplication and clientside encryption is an
active research topic [1]. Message-Locked Encryption
(MLE) intends to solve this problem [5]. The most
prominent manifestation of MLE is Convergent Encryption
(CoE), was used within a wide variety of commercial and
research storage service systems. Letting Data be a file’s
data, a client first computes a key KeyHash(Data) by
applying a crypto-graphic hash function Hash() to Data,
and then computes cipher-text CTE(Key,Data) via a
deterministic symmetric encryption scheme. A second
client B encrypting the same file Data will produce the
same CT, enabling deduplication. However, CoEis subject
to an inherent security limitation, namely, susceptibility to
offline brute-force dictionary attacks [13], [14]. Knowing
that the target Data underlying the target ciphertextCT is
drawn from a dictionary DT = {D1,D2,D3.. ,Dn} of size n,
an attacker can recover Data in the time for n= |DT| offline
encryptions: for each i=1,2,3. . .; n, it simply CE-encrypts
Dito get a ciphertext denoted as CTiand returns
Di suchthatCT=CTi.
This
works
because
CoEisdeterministicand keyless. The security of CoEis only
possible when the target data is drawn from a space too
large to exhaust.
There is one more challenge in using the CoEis that it is
not flexible to support data access control by data holders,
especially for data revocation process, since it is
impossible for data holders to generate the same new key
for data re-encryption. An image deduplication scheme
adopts two servers to get the verifiability of deduplication.
The CoE-based scheme described in [19] merge the file
content and user access details to obtain a file token with
token unforgeability. However, both schemes directly
encrypt data with a CoEkey, thus suffer from the problem
as explained above. To control the attack of manipulation
of data identifier, we are proposing to use Dedoop
framework to adopt two servers for intra-user
deduplication and inter-deduplication. The cipher text CT
of CoE is further encrypted with a user key and transferred
to the servers. However, it does not deal with data sharing
after deduplication among different users. ClouDedup [16]
also aims to cope with the inherent security exposures of
CoE, but it cannot solve the issue caused by data deletion.
A data holder that removes the data from the cloud can still
access the same data since it still knows the data
encryption key if the data is not completely removed from
the cloud.
Encrypted Data Deduplication
Dedoop framework provides a Web interface to specify
entity resolution strategies for match tasks. It automatically
transforms the specification into an executable MapReduce
workflow and manages its submission and execution on
Hadoop clusters.It is designed to serve multiple users that
may simultaneously execute multiple workflows on the
same or different Hadoop clusters Provides load balancing
strategies to evenly utilize all nodes of the cluster Includes
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a graphical HDFS and S3 file manager Supports the
repeated execution of jobs within a MapReduce workflow
until a stop condition if fulfilled Automatically spawns and
terminates SOCKS proxy servers to pass connections to
Hadoop nodes on Amazon EC2 Supports to configure and
launch new Hadoop clusters on Amazon EC2 Can be
adapted to configure, schedule, and monitor arbitrary
MapReduce workflows.
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this realizes the power of public verifier. But both schemes
above do not pay attention to data privacy and the server
for data storage could be aware of the file content.

Fig 4: Data proofing flow

Fig 3: Dedoop Framework.
Dedoop framework is best suites for large data sets with
entity relationship (ENRL) and is tailored to the general
ENRLworkflow pattern as shown in the upper layer of
Figure 1. The input is two entity sets (R and S). The output
is all pairs M ⊆ R × S that are considered to match.
⊆

[0,1] →

→

⊆

The ENRLworkflow consists of three consecutive steps:
blocking, similarity computation, and the actual match
decision (based on the computed similarity values). The
latter can be based on a classifier that has been trained by a
machine learning algorithms using training data (T).
Dedoop transforms a given ENRLworkflow into a
sequence of up to 3 MapReduce jobs (classifier training,
data analysis, and blocking-based matching) that can be
executed on a Hadoop cluster (lower layer of Figure 1). To
this end, Dedoop accesses an extensible ENRLcomponent
library (middle layer of Figure 1).
Data Proofing (DP) flow
In the paper [39] first introduced the real
timedemonstration of Proof of Ownership (PW) based on
TREE
algorithm
for
deduplication,
which
realizestheclientside deduplication. It was proposed to
apply an elimination coding or hash functionover the
original file first and then use TREE on the pre-processed
data to generate the verification information. When
challenging a public verifier, a verifier randomly chooses
several leaves of the tree and obtains the corresponding
sibling paths of all these leaves. Only when all paths are
valid, will the verifier accept the proof.
This construction can identify deduplication at a client to
save network bandwidth and guarantee that the client holds
a file rather than some part. When we chose the projection
of a file onto some randomly selected bit positions as proof
Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017

In paper [28], also described a cryptographic secured and
efficient scheme to validate the ownership of a data file
which is uploaded by a data owner, in which a client
proves to the server that it indeed possesses the entire file
without uploading the file. By relying on dynamic spot
ownership checking, a data holder only needs to access
small but dynamic portions of the original file to generate
the proof of ownership of the original file, thus mainly
reducing the burden of computation on the data holder and
reducing the conversation cost between the data holder and
cloud service provider. At the same time, by utilizing
dynamic coefficients and randomly chosen indices of the
original files, the scheme mixes the randomly sampled
portions of the original file with the dynamic coefficients
to generate the unique proof in every challenge. The work
focuses on ownership proof of the uploaded data during
data deduplication. In this paper, we are using Dedoop
Cryptographic Ownership Verifier (DCOV) to verify the
data ownership with the help of a public verifier.
Yuan and Yu attempted to solve the issue of supporting
efficient and secure data integrity auditing with storage
deduplication for cloud storage [31]. They proposed a
novel scheme based on techniques including polynomial
based authentication tags and homomorphic linear
authenticators. Their design allows deduplication of both
files and their corresponding authentication tags. Data
integrity auditing and storage deduplication are achieved
simultaneously. Public auditing and batch auditing are both
supported. But feasibility of supporting deduplication big
data was not discussed in this work.
In order to reduce workloads due to duplicate files, it was
proposed Index Name Servers (INS) to manage not only
file storage, data deduplication, optimized node selection,
and server load balancing, but also file compression, chunk
matching, real-time feedback control, IP information, and
busy level index monitoring [29]. To manage and optimize
storage nodes based on a client side transmission status by
the proposed INS, all nodes must elicit optimal
performance and offer suitable resources to clients. In this
way, not only can the performance of a storage system be
improved, but the files can also be reasonably distributed,
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decreasing the workload of the storage nodes. However,
this work cannot deduplicate encrypted data.
In this paper, we apply DCOV, PRE and symmetric
encryption to deduplicate encrypted data. Our scheme can
resist the attacks mentioned above inCoEand achieve good
performance without keeping data holders online all the
time. Meanwhile, it also ensures the confidentiality of
stored data and supports digital rights management. We
aim to achieve deduplication on encrypted big data in
cloud.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENTS
3.1 System and Security Model
We are proposing an efficient scheme to deduplicate
encrypted data at CSP by implementing dedoop framework
on top of existing system PRE to issue keys to different
authorized data holders based on data ownership challenge.
It is applicable in scenarios where data holders are not
available for deduplication control.
As shown in Fig. 2, the system contains three types of
entities: 1) Cloud server that offers data storage services
and cannot be fully trusted since it is curious about the
contents of stored data, but should perform honestly on
data storage in order to gain commercial profits; 2) data
owner (DO) that uploads and saves its data at Cloud server.
In the system, it is possible to have a number of eligible
data owners(DO1,DO2,DO3.. DOn) that could save the same
encrypted raw data in CSP. The user that uploades or
creates the file is regarded as data owner. It has higher
priority than other normal data holders. 3) a Public Verifier
(PV) that does not collude with CSP and is fully trusted by
the data owners to verify data ownership and handle data
deduplication. In this case, PV cannot know the data stored
in CSP and CSP should not know the plain user data in its
storage.

ISSN 2278-6856

request a special treatment. Users, CSP and AP
communicate through a secure channel (e.g., SSL) with
each other. CSP can authenticate its users in the process of
cloud data storage. We further assume that the user policy
Policy(u) for data storage, sharing and deduplication is
provided to CSP during user registration.

Key
(pki,ski)
DEKi
Hash()
CT
CK
Data
KG
RG
E
R
D

Table 1: System Notation
Description
The public key and secret key
of user ui for PRE
The symmetric key of ui
The hash function
The Cipher Text
The Cipher Key
The user data
The key generation algorithm
of PRE
The re-encryption key generation
algorithm of PRE
The encryption algorithm
of PRE
The re-encryption algorithm
of PRE
The decryption algorithm
of PRE

Encrypt(D
EK; Data)

The symmetric encryption functionon Data
with DEK

Decrypt(D
EK; CT)

The symmetric decryption functionon CT
with DEK

(Vi,si)

The key pair of data ownerDOi in Dedoop
Cryptographic Ownership Verification
(DCOV) for
duplication check

P
The base point in DCOV
x
=
Hash(Hash The token used for dataduplication check
(Data)*P)

In theory it is possible that CPS and its users (e.g., data
owners) can communicate themselves to get the data. In
practice, however, such communication could make the
CSP lose reputation due to data leakage. A bad impactand
bad reputation will cause the CSP to lose its users and
finally go in lost and shutdown the company.

3.2 Preliminary and Notation

On the other hand, the CSP users (e.g., data holders) could
lose their convenience and benefits of storing data in CSP
due to bad reputation of cloud storage services. Thus, the
collusion between CSP and its users is not profitable for
both of them. Concrete analysis based on Game Theory is
provided in [26]. Therefore, we hold such an assumption
as: CSP does not collude with its users, e.g., performing reencryption for unauthorized users to allow them to access
data.

1) Proxy Re-Encryption
Proxy re–encryption schemes are cryptosystems which
allow third parties (proxies) to alter a ciphertext which has
been encrypted for one party, so that it may be decrypted
by another Proxy re-encryption lets Alice send Bob a
message (M) via a semi-trusted proxy, without revealing
Alice’s private key to either the proxy or Bob, and without
revealing the secret message to the proxy. A PRE scheme
is represented as a tuple of (possibly probabilistic)
polynomial time algorithms

3.2.1Preliminaries

Additional assumptions include: data holders honestly
provide the encrypted hash codes of data for ownership
verification. The data owner has the highest priority. A
data holder should provide a valid certificate in order to
Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017
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(KG;RG;E;R;D):
(KG; E; D) are the standard key generation, encryption,and
decryption algorithms. On input the security parameter 1k,
KG outputs a public and private key pair(pkA; skA)
forentity A. On input pkA and data M, E outputs a
ciphertext
CA = E(pkA; M).
On inputskAandciphertext CA, D outputs the plain data
M = D(skA;CA).
On input (pkA;skA;pkB), the re-encryption key
generation algorithm RG, outputs re-encryption key rkA→B
for a proxy.
On input rkA→B and ciphertextCA, the re-encryption
function R, outputs R(rkA→B;CA) = E(pkB;m) = CB which
can be decrypted with private key skB.
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at CSP together with the token used for data duplication
check. The data holder encrypts DEK with pkAP and passes
the encrypted key to CSP.
Data Deduplication. Data duplication occurs at the time
when data holder u tries to store the same data that has
been stored already at CSP. This is checked by CSP
through token comparison. If the comparison is positive,
CSP contacts AP for deduplication by providing the token
and the data holder’s PRE public key. The AP challenges
data ownership, checks the eligibility of the data holder,
and then issues a re-encryption key that can convert the
encrypted DEK to a form that can only be decrypted by the
eligibledata holder.

2) Symmetric Encryption
Encrypt(DEK; M). The Encrypt algorithm takes as
inputdataM, the symmetric key DEK. It encrypts M with
DEK and outputs the ciphertextCT . This process is
conducted at user u to protect its data stored at CSP with
DEK.
Decrypt (DEK; CT ). The Decrypt algorithm takes asinput
the encrypted data CT , the symmetric key DEK. The
algorithm decrypts CT with DEK and outputs the plain
data M. A user (data holder) conducts this process to gain
the plaintext of stored data at CSP.

Fig 5: Data ownership verification.

3.2.2Notation
Table 1 summarizes the notation used in the proposed
scheme.
3.2.3System Setup
There are two groups G1; GT of prime order q with a
bilinear map e:G1G1→GT . The system parameters are
random generators g2G1 and Z = e(g; g) 2GT .
During system setup, every data holder ui generates ski and
pki for PRE: ski = ai; pki = gai where ai2Zp. The public key
pki is used for generating the re-encryption key at AP for
ui. Assuming that Eq(a; b) is an elliptic curve over GF (q),
P is a base point that is shared among system entities,
si2Rf0;. . .;2s1g is the ECC secret key of user ui and Vi =
siPis the corresponding public key and s is a security
parameter. The keys (pki;ski) and (Vi;si) of uiare bound to a
unique identifier of the user, which can be a pseudonym.
This binding is crucial for the verification of the user
identity. AP independently generates pkAP and skAPfor PRE
and broadcastpkAPto CSP users.

4 SCHEME
Our scheme contains the following main aspects:
Encrypted Data Upload. If data duplication check is
negative, the data holder encrypts its data using a randomly
selected symmetric key DEK in order to ensure the
security and privacy of data, and stores the encrypted data
Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017

Fig 6: A procedure of data deduplication.
Data Deletion. When the data holder deletes data from
CSP, CSP firstly manages the records of duplicated data
holders by removing the duplication record of this user. If
the rest records are not empty, the CSP will not delete the
stored encrypted data, but block data access from the
holder that requests data deletion. If the rest records are
empty, the encrypted data should be removed at CSP.
Data Owner Management. In case that a real data owner
uploads the data later than the data holder, the CSP can
manage to save the data encrypted by the real data owner
at the cloud with the owner generated DEK and later on,
AP supports re-encryption of DEK at CSP for eligible data
holders.
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Encrypted Data Update. In case that DEK is updated by a
data owner with DEK0 and the new encrypted raw data is
provided to CSP to replace old storage for the reason of
achieving better security, CSP issues the new re-encrypted
DEK0to all data holders with the support of AP.
4.1 Scheme to Verify Data Ownership
In order to check duplication, we first propose an
ownership verification protocol based on a cryptoGPS
identification scheme [47]. As shown in Fig. 2, we let AP
to challenge data holder ui to ensure that it is the real party
that possesses data M. CSP just checks if duplication
happens
by
verifying
if
thetokenxi
=
Hash(HASH(DATA)P)of data M has existed already. This
design ensures that CSP cannot gain si and disclose
HASH(DATA) to a malicious party. In case that the same
token exists, CSP passes the further verification to AP that
randomly choosesc 2R f0; . . . ; 2s 1gand challengesuiby
c.uichecks c to makesure that0c2s1, computesy =
HASH(DATA))(sic) and sends y and Vi to AP. AP
computes Hash(yP)cVi) and compares it with xi. If
challenge verification is positive, i.e.,Hash(yP)cVi) = xi,AP
generates reencryption keyrkAP→uiand issues it to CSP. CSP
re-encrypts E(pkAP; DEK) and provides the re-encrypted
key to ui, refer to Section 4.2.
4.2 Scheme to Grant Access to Duplicated Data
Data holder ui encrypts its secret key DEKi with E(pkAP ;
DEKi)and publishes it along with encrypted data
Encrypt(DEKi; M )to CSP. If another data holderujuploads
the same raw data encrypted using a different key, CSP
contacts AP to challenge ownership and grant DEKi to the
eligible duplicated data holder uj as described in Algorithm
1.

Algorithm 1.Grant Access to Duplicated Data

Input: pkj, Policy(ui ), Policy(AP)
Step1: CSP requests AP to challenge ownership and
grantaccess to duplicated data for uj by providing pkj
After ensuring data ownership through challenge,
AP checks Policy(AP) and issuesCSPrkAPui = RG(pkAP
,skAP, pkj) if the check is positive.
Insert a record into log file
Step2: CSP transforms E(pkAP,DEKi ) into E(pkj,DEKi ) if
Policy(ui ) authorizes uj to share the same data M
encrypted by DEKi : R(rkAPui , E(pkAP,DEK) ) =
E(pkj,DEKi )
Insert a record into log file
Note: rkAPui calculation can be skipped if it has been
executed already and the value of (pkj ,skj) and (pkAP ,skAP)
remain unchanged.
Step3: Data holder uj obtains DEKi by decrypting
E(pkj,DEKi) with skj: DEKi = D(skj; E(pkj,DEKi)), and
then it can access data M at CSP.
Insert a record into log file

Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017
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CSP operates as the proxy in the proposed scheme. It
indirectly distributes DEKi for data decryption to
duplicated data holders without learning anything about
these secrets (e.g., DEKi and M). Note that AP itself is not
allowed by the CSP to access the user’s personal data due
to business reasons.
4.3 Procedures
4.3.1Encrypted Data Update
In some cases, a data holder could update encrypted data
stored at CSP by generating a new DEK0 and upload the
newly encrypted data with DEK0 to CSP. As illustrated in
Fig. 5, u1 wants to update encrypted data stored at CSP
with new symmetric key DEK10. User u1 sends an update
request: fx1; CT10; CK10; update CT1g. CSP saves CT10;
CK10 together with x1 and pk1. CSP contacts AP for
deduplication for other data holders if their re-encryption
keys are not known. AP checks its policy for generating
and sending corresponding re-encryption keys (e.g.,
rkAP→u2), which are used by CSP to perform re-encryption
on CK10 for generating re-encrypted keys that can be
decrypted by all eligible data holders (e.g., E(pk2; DEK10)).
The re-encrypted keys are then sent to the eligible data
holders for future access on data M. Any data holder can
perform the encrypted data update. Based on storage policy
and service agreement between the data holder and CSP,
CSP decides if such an update can be performed.
4.3.2 Valid Data Replication
As stated above, the savings through deduplication can be
passed back directly or indirectly to cloud users, which can
help them save storage costs. But sometimes data holders
or owners do not care about the storage costs, but want to
hold.
4.3.3Data Owner Management
In case that real data owner u1 uploads the data later than
data holder u2, CSP can manage to save the data encrypted
by the real data owner at the cloud and allow it to share the
storage. The real data ownership can be verified after
challenging, e.g., the data owner should provide a specific
certificate to show its ownership. The procedure of data
owner management is shown in Fig. 4. In this case, CSP
contacts AP by providing all data holders’ pki (e.g., pk2) if
CSP does not know its corresponding re-encryption key
rkAP→ui (e.g., rkAP→u2 ). AP issues rkAP→ui to CSP if
ownership challenge is positive. CSP re-encrypts CK1,
gets re-encrypted DEK1 (e.g., E(pk2; DEK1)), sends it to
all related data holders (e.g., u2), deletes CT2 and CK2 by
replacing it with u1’s encrypted copy CT1 and CK1, and
finally updates corresponding deduplication records.
4.3.4Data Deduplication
Fig. 3 illustrates the procedure of data deduplication at
CSP with the support of AP based on the proposed scheme.
We suppose that user u1 saves its sensitive data M at CSP
with protection using DEK1, while user u2 is a data holder
who tries to save the same data at CSP. The detailed
procedure of data deduplication is presented below:
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Step 1 – System setup
Step 2 – Data token generation: User u1 generates data
token of M, x1 =Hash(HASH(DATA)x P) and sends
{x1; pk1; Cert(pk1)} to CSP.
Step 3: Split the input file into n splits and create n
processes p1, p2..pn
Step 4 – Duplication check for each process (pn): CSP
verifies Cert(pk1) and checks if the duplicated data is
stored by finding whether x1 exists. If the check is
negative, it requests data upload. User u1 encrypts data
D with DK1 to get CT1and encrypted DK1withpkAPto
get CK1.u1sends CT1and CK1to CSP, which saves
these values together with x1and pk1. If the check is
positive and the pre-stored data is from the same
owner, it informs the data owner about this situation.
If the same data is from a different owner, refer to
Step 6 for deduplication.
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At this moment, both u1 and u2 can access the same data M
saved at CSP. User u1uses DEK1directly, while u2getsto
know DEK1 by calling D(sk2;E(pk2;DEK1)).

Fig 8: A procedure of encrypted data update.

Step 5 – Duplicated data upload and check: User u2 later
on tries to save the same data M at CSP following the
same procedure of Step 2 and 3.That is, u2 sends the
data package fx2; pk2; Cert(pk1) PK to CSP.
Duplication happens because x2 exists, so CSP
forwards {x2,pk2,Cert(pk2)}to AP. AP gets y,
computes H (yP ) cV2) andcompares it with x2.
IfHash(yP)cV2) = x2, i.e., the ownership challenge is
successful, AP generates re-encryption key rkAP→u2 by
calling RG(pkAP;skAP;pk2) if it has not been generated
and issued to CSP.
Step 6 – Ownership challenge: AP challenges the data
ownership of u2 by randomly choosing c ∈R{0,….,2σ1} and sending it to u2. u2 checks c to make sure that 0
c 2s 1, computes y = HASH(DATA) ) (s2 c) and sends
E(pkAP ; y) to AP. AP gets y, computes H (yP ) cV2)
andcompares it with x2. IfHash(yP)cV2) = x2, i.e., the
ownership challenge is successful, AP generates reencryption key rkAP→u2 by calling RG(pkAP;skAP;pk2) if
it has not been generated and issued to CSP.
Step 7 – Deduplication CSP re-encrypts E(pkAP,DEK1) by
calling
R(rkAPu2, E(pkAP,DEK1) ) = E(pk2,DEK1) and provides
the re-encrypted key E(pk2,DEK1) to u2. Then u2 can
get DEK1 with its secret key sk2. u2 confirms the
success of data deduplication to CSP that records
corresponding deduplication information in the system
after getting this notification.

Fig. 9: A procedure of valid replicated data upload.
The full control over their data. Hence, they upload and
store their own data at CSP, even when it has been
uploaded by other entities. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the user
uigenerates a token with secret keysifor deduplicationcheck
of its own uploaded data. If it has not been stored by ui,
thenuiencrypts its data withDEKiand encryptsDEKiwith
pki. Different from the operation in deduplication, ui
generates CKi with pki rather than pkAP . Thus ui can
control its own data fully, such as data sharing, data
deletion and data update. For example, ui can generate
rkui→uj for sharing the data with uj.
4.3.5Data Deletion at CSP
When data holder u2 wants to delete the data from CSP, it
sends deletion request to CSP: Cert(pk2), x2. CSP checks
the validity of the request, then removes deduplication
record of u2, and block u2’s later access to M. CSP further
checks if the deduplication record is empty. If yes, it
deletes encrypted data CT and related records.

5 SECURITY
ANALYSIS
PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

Fig 7: A procedure of data owner management.
Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017
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5.1 Security Analysis
Our scheme provides a secure approach to protect and
deduplicate the data stored in cloud by concealing plaintext
from both CSP and AP. The security of the proposed
scheme is ensured by PRE theory, symmetric key
encryption and ECC theory.
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Proposition 1.The cooperation of CSP and AP without
collusion guarantees that only eligible users can access
plain data M and the data can be deduplicated in a secure
way.
Proof.CSP has no way to knowMsince it is always in
anencrypted form. CSP knows CK encrypted with pkAP ,
but AP does not share its own secret key skAP with CSP.
Thus CSP cannot know DEK and then M. AP has no way
to access M since its access is blocked by CSP although
AP could obtain DEK. In addition, we apply proper
management protocols to support data storage management
and data owner management to achieve deduplication at
the same time. Tu
Proposition 2.Hash(Data)that is the key to pass the
duplicationcheck cannot be obtained by malicious cloud
users.
Proof.Hash(H(Data)P)that plays as the token for data
duplication check cannot reveal the value of Hash(Data)P ,
especially Hash(Data) due to Elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem. Hence, even when the token is
intercepted by some malicious users, Hash(Data ) is still
protected. CSP cannot get any information except the
token. Though AP can get to know the value y =
HASH(DATA) ) (sic) and the challenge c, it cannot
obtainsiand HASH(DATA). Thus, neither CSP nor APcan
obtain HASH(DATA). ut
Proposition 3.To pass the ownership verification of AP, a
clouduser must indeed have data M.
Proof.With
real
dataM,
useruican
generate
correctHASH(DATA),compute right y = H(Data) ) (sic)
with si and the challenge c provided by AP, thus AP can
successfully
compare
that
Hash(yP)cVi)
=
Hash(HASH(DATA)P) (sic)Pc si P ) = Hash(H (Data) P) =
xiis equal to xi, i.e., passing the ownership verification of
AP. ut
In data replication, data are encrypted with the secret key
of data holder ui. Thus it can only be obtained with ski.
The reencryption key for anyone can only be issued by ui
rather than AP, which guarantees its full control over the
data. In addition, only ui can generate the token xi0 with its
own secret key si. Thus no one can guess its content and
produce the same xi0 even though it holds the same data.
Thus, applying xi0 for deduplication check can support
valid data replication for an individual user. Similar to the
analysis above, the data confidentiality is also achieved by
symmetric key encryption and PRE.
Data confidentiality is achieved by symmetric key
encryption (e.g., DES) and PRE. Data M could be
disclosed in two different ways. One is to obtain it from
Hash(H(Data) P ). The hash function is assumed to be
secure, i.e., itis difficult to find collision attack. Therefore,
M is impossible to be obtained through the hash code.
Another is to disclose M by breaking the ciphertext of
symmetric key encryption CT = Encrypt(DEK; M).
Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017
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Assuming that the symmetric key encryption is secure,
DEK becomes the key point of data security. In the
proposed scheme, DEK is encrypted with pkAP through
PRE as E(pkAP; DEK). Because CSP and AP would not
collude with each other,
Based on the above security analysis, HASH(DATA) is not
transmitted between the involved parties and cannot be
obtained by any other parties. Even when CSP colludes
with a malicious cloud user, the malicious user can only
obtain
the
token
Hash(HASH(DATA)P),
not
HASH(DATA), thus impossible to access M stored at
cloud by passing the ownership challengeraised by AP.
5.2 Computation Complexity
The proposed scheme involves four kinds of system roles:
data owner, data holder, CSP and AP. To present the
computation complexity in details, we adopt DES for
symmetric encryption, ECC and PRE proposed in [8]. We
analyze the complexity of uploading one data file as
below.
Data Owner. Regarded as the first data uploader, it is in
charge of four operations: system setup, data encryption,
key encryption, and token HASH(HASH(DATA)P)
generation. In setup, the key generation of PRE includes 1
exponentiation. The ECC key generation needs one point
multiplication CSP cannot gain DEK to get M because it
knows nothing about skAP although it stores CK and CT .
The reencryption with pkAP→ui transforms the cipherkey
under pkAP into the cipherkey under pki. Similarly, CSP
can get nothing from the cipherkey for knowing nothing
about ski. The authorized user ui can obtain the data M by
decrypting E(pki; DEK) with its own secret key ski, which
can guarantee that M is secure and can be only accessed by
eligible users. About a security proof on PRE, refer to [27].
. We should note that the computational burden of system
setup, especially the generation of key pairs, can be
amortized over the lifetime of entities. Thus, our scheme is
very efficient. Table 2 lists the computation operations and
complexity of different roles. We also compare the scheme
presented in this paper with our previous work [33]. We
can see that our scheme is more efficient at the side of data
owners and holders than [33] regarding big data
deduplication because the point multiplication is more
efficient than the exponentiation operation, also refer to
Tables 4, 5, and 6. Especially, data holders have no need to
encrypt and upload data, which can save much time and
bandwidth. Our scheme only introduces a bit more
computation complexity at AP. However, AP is a powerful
server full of computation capability. Thus additional
computation load at AP is acceptable.
Data Holder. When data holder ui uploads the same data
that has been stored in CSP, it generates token
Hash(HASH(DATA)XP) as the data owner has done,
which needs one point multiplication. In addition, the data
holder has to compute y = HASH(DATA) ) + (sixc )
during ownership challenge, perform E(pkAP ; y) in order
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to protect HASH(DATA) from disclosure in case y is
known by a malicious party, and conduct one more
decryption for accessing the data, which involves 2
exponentiations in E(pkAP ; y) and 1 exponentiation in
D(pki; DEK ). Note: the data holder has no need to encrypt
the original data for data upload. The computational
complexity of a data holder is O(1).
CSP. A user uploads its data to CSP by sending token
Hash(HASH(Data ) P ). CSP should first check if the same
token hasexisted (by comparing the token with the records
in CSP, which is inevitable in any deduplication schemes).
Then, CSP chooses to save the data if the token does not
exist. If the data holder uploads the same data, CSP
contacts AP for gaining a re-encryption key if the
ownership challenge is positive. In this case, CSP has to
finish the re-encryption operation of PRE, which requires 1
pairing. If the same data is uploaded by n data holders, the
computational complexity is O(n).
Low Cost of Storage. The scheme can obviously save the
storage space of CSP since it only stores one copy of the
same data that is shared by data owner and data holders.
Storing deduplication records occupies some storage or
memory for saving token pki and xi (only 1024 ) 160 bits).
But comparing with the big volume of duplicated data, this
storage cost can be ignored.
Table2: Operation Time of Each Step in Data Ownership
Challenge

Operation

Time
(millisecond)

Cloud Credential initiation
0.4
User Data token generation
0.3
Data upload (10 MB data) 119.8
Challenge response
3.31
Ownership
challenge
AP
verification
0.9
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AP. AP is responsible for the re-encryption key
management. It challenges data ownership by randomly
selecting c, decrypting y and comparing Hash(yP)cVi) with
xi. It checks the policy and issues the re-encryption key for
authorized user by conducting two point multiplications.
The decryption of y needs 1 exponentiation. The reencryption key generation needs 1 exponentiation. AP
needs to issue keys for all authorized data holders that
upload the same data. Thus, the computational complexity
of AP is O(n). Notably, if the re-encryption key of a data
holder has been generated and issued already, AP will only
authorize CSP to perform re-encryption on CK and will not
re-generate the re-encryption key any more.
Table 3: Operation Time of Each Basic Operation
in Our Proposed Scheme and [33]
BasicOperationPairExp(G1) Exp(GT ) ModInvPointMulti
Time
4.07 2.3
(millisecond)

0.25

0.001

0.42

Notes: Pair: Bilinear Pairing; Exp: Exponentiation;
ModInv: Modular Inversion; n: Number of data holders
who share the same data; PointMulti: Point multiplication
in ECCInaddition, system setup takes only once for all data
storage operations. The computation complexity of
encrypting data using DEK depends on the size of data,
which is inevitable in any cryptographic methods for
protecting the data. Likewise, the computation complexity
of hash depends on the size of data, but it is very fast,
which can be ignored. The encryption of DEK using PRE
need 2 exponentiations. The first step of data upload for
deduplication check involves one token generation, which
needs two hashes and one point multiplication. Thus, the
computation complexity of data owner is O(1) at both
setup and dataupload.CSP is responsible for following the
access to the
Table 4: Test Environments

The extra communication cost introduced by the proposed
scheme is trivial. Refer to Fig. 3, extra cost introduced by
our scheme is f2xi; pkig during data uploading and storage.
Its size is 1344 bits if using SHA-1 hash function. Data
deduplication also introduces some extra communication
cost:
2fxi; pkig,c,E(pkAP ; y),rkAP→ui, E(pki; DEK) and Vi.
Thesize is 5984 bits if DEK size is 256 bits and challenge
num
ber c is 160 bits. We can see that the communication cost
of our scheme is very light and it is not influenced by the
size of uploaded data. Thus, the proposed scheme is
suitable for supporting big data deduplication with regard
to communication cost.

Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017

CPU: Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q9400
Hardware
2.66 GHZ
Environment Memory: 4 GB SDRAM
Operating System: Ubuntu v14.04,
Software
Windows
Home Ultimate editions 64 bit
Programming Environment: Eclipse
Luna
CDT, Java
Secure Protocol: OpenSSL
Library: Pairing Based Cryptography
(http://crypto.stanford.edu/pbc/)
Environment Database: MySQL v5.5.41
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We also observe that the computation time of each
operation does not vary too much with the different length
of DES key size. Therefore, our scheme can be efficiently
adapted to various security requirements in various
scenarios. Obviously, our scheme used for deduplication
does not introduce much computation cost. In particular,
the PRE related operations for deduplication are not
influenced by the size of stored data. This fact implies that
the proposed scheme is similarly efficient with regard to
different sizes of big data deduplication. This result shows
the significance and practical potential of our scheme to
support big data storage and deduplication.same data for
all data holders by avoiding storing the same data in the
cloud.
Table5 : Total Operation Time of Cloud Users in Our
Proposed Scheme and [33] (Unit: millisecond)

Entity

Total time [our scheme]

Data Owner 123.7
Data Holder 3.26

Total time
[33]
142.8
131.9
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Test 2: Efficiency of PRE
We tested the efficiency of each operation of 1024-bit PRE
with different sizes of DES symmetric keys (128 bits, 196
bits and 256 bits). Fig. 8 shows the operation time that is
the average time of 500 tests. We observe that our scheme
is very efficient. The time spent for PRE key pair
generation (KeyGen), re-encryption key generation
(ReKeyGen), encryption (Enc), re-encryption (ReEnc) and
decryption (Dec) is not related to the length of an input
key. For the tested three DES key sizes, the encryption
time is less than 5 milliseconds. The decryption time is
about 1 millisecond,
Test 3: Data Ownership Challenge
In this experiment, we selected 192-bit field of elliptic
curve (160-bit ECC has a security level comparable to
1024-bit RSA), 256-bit DES, 1024-bit PRE and 10M
uploaded data. We tested the operation time of each step of
data ownership verification as presented in Fig. 2.
Obviously, the duplication check operated by CSP depends
on the size of the storage. AP initiates the ownership
challenge with a randomly chosen number. Hence, we
neglect these two steps and mainly focus on the
computations operated by cloud users and AP, which are
presented in Table 4.

5.3 Performance Evaluation
5.3.1 Implementation and Testing Environment
We implemented the proposed scheme and tested its
performance. Table 3 describes our implementation and
testing environments. We applied a MySQL database to
store data files and related information. In our test, we did
not take into account the time of data uploading and
downloading. We focused on testing the performance of
the deduplication procedure and algorithms designed in our
scheme.

We have analyzed the computation complexity of our
scheme in Section 5.2. Here, we further compare its
efficiency with [33] by presenting the basic operation time
in Table 5. For ease presentation and comparison, the
notations are inherited from Table 2.
We can observe that the point multiplication is much more
efficient than exponentiation over the group G1 and
approximate to that over GT , which further proves that our
scheme is efficient and does not introduce new overhead.

5.3.2Efficiency Test
Test 1: Efficiency of data encryption and decryption
In this experiment, we tested the operation time of data
encryption and decryption with DES by applying different
DES key sizes (128 bits, 196 bits and 256 bits) and
different data size (from 10 megabytes to 600 megabytes).
The testing environment was Intel Core i5-3337U CPU
1.80 GHz 4.00 GB RAM, Ubuntu v13.10 2.0 GB RAM,
Dual-Core processor, 25.0G Hard disk. As shown in Fig. 7,
we observed that even when the data is as big as 600 MB,
the encryption/decryption time is less than 13 seconds if
applying 256-bit DES key. Applying symmetric encryption
for data protection is a reasonable and practical choice. The
time spent on DES encryption and decryption is increased
with the size of data. This is inevitable in any encryption
schemes. Since DES is very efficient on data encryption
and decryption, thus it is practical to be applied for big
data.

Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017

Fig. 10: Operation time of file encryption and decryption
with AES (Existing System).
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designed scheme works well with correct functional
implementation.
Case 1: User Saritha uploads a new file named test.txt.
User rahel encrypts the encryption key DEK with pkAP and
generates key file named as key_rahel_chandelier.txt, As
the cloud has not yet stored this data file, the data file is
encrypted and successfully uploaded to the cloud as an
encrypted file C_chandelier.txt, shown in Fig. 9. When
user rahel tried to access the data, it obtains the plaintext
file M_chandelier.txt. Fig. 5.3 shows the transformation
between plaintext and ciphertext.
Fig. 11: Operation time of file encryption and decryption
with DES with Dedoop Framework (Proposed System).
As the time to setup system can be amortized over the
lifetime of cloud users, we only compare their time to
upload and store data. Based on the implementation results
and analysis (1024-bit PRE, 1024-bit RSA [46], and 256bit DES), we present the time for cloud users to upload 10
MB data in this proposed scheme and [33] respectively,
which is shown in Table 6. We can observe that our
scheme has great advantage. This scheme saves much time
for those data holders who upload duplicated data. In the
figure.8, clearly shows the benefit of using of dedoop
frame work in deduplication of encrypted and decrypted
data in bigdata. Proposed system has taken just 70% of
time that existing system taken to encrypt and decrypt the
various size files which implies that our scheme does not
introduce heavy processing load to data owners and
holders. We can observe that data upload is the most time
consuming if the file is big, but it is inevitable in all
schemes. Compared with [33], the users do not need to
process data encryption if another user has uploaded the
data already. Therefore, our scheme can save a lot of
computation load and communication cost for cloud users.
In addition, the data ownership challenge in the proposed
scheme is very lightweight, which does not involve much
burden to cloud users. This implies that our scheme is very
efficient and very suitable for deduplication check on big
data.

Fig. 13 The transformation between plaintext and
ciphertext of a file.

Case 2: User saritha uploads the same file
chandelier.txt.
As shown in Fig. 5.4, CSP found that the file has been
uploaded by user rahel through duplication check. Note
that no matther what the file name is, CSP can detect
duplication if the file content is the same as a file saved
already. The CSP would not save the file but ask AP to
challenge ownership and issue a re-encryption key to user
saritha for accessing the same file. Finally, the AP issues a
re-encryption key rk1→2 to allow user saritha to share the
file chandelier.txt that has been stored already.

Fig. 12. New file upload process.
5.3.3Functional Test
We set up two users (User 1: Saritha; User 2: test_user) in
the system for testing purpose in order to illustrate that the
Volume 6, Issue 4, July – August 2017
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In this project, we are even proposing the settings option,
in which admin can manage the data owners. As shown in
the fig.5.6, there two options provided to add and delete
the data owner.

Fig.16: Download test2.txt file
Fig 14: Deduplication process
Case 3: User saritha accesses the shared file chandelier.txt
User rahel uploaded chandelier.txt and denoted as data
owner. User saritha uploaded the same file. Now it tried to
access this shared file. As shown in Fig. 5.5, CSP and AP
allow saritha to access the pre-uploaded file. User saritha
can download the file and obtain the data.
Case 4: Data owner management
User saritha has uploaded file test2.txt as a data holder.
When the data owner rahel uploads this file, CSP
Fig.17: list of files before deleting test2.txt by data owner.
removes the data record of test_user and replaces it with
the corresponding record of Saritha, as shown in Fig. 5.8.

Fig.18: Deletion of test2.txt file
Case 5: Data deletion
User Saritha is the data owner of the file test.txt. If user
test_user as a data holder wants to delete the file, CSP just
blocks the access of test_user, as shown in Fig. 5.9. But if
the data owner Saritha wants to delete the file, CSP needs
to delete the record of rahel but keep the record of
test_user. CSP blocks the access of Saritha to the file, as
shown in Fig. 5.10.

Fig. 15: Data owner management.
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simulations further showed the practicability of our
scheme. In the proposed scheme, its an end to end solution
for deduplication in which all the functionalities are
implemented so this can be widely used in enterprise
environment. Future work includes optimizing our design
and implementation for few more encryption algorithms
and studying verifiable computation to ensure that CSP
behaves as expected in deduplication management.

References
Fig. 19: list of files after deleting test2.txt file by data
owner.
5.4 Further Discussions
The proposed scheme has the following additional
advantages.
Flexibility. The proposed scheme can flexibly support
access control on encrypted data with deduplication. One
data holder can flexibly update DEK. The new key can be
easily issued to other data holders or eligible data users by
CSP with a low cost, especially when AP has issued the reencyption key already. Data revocation can be realized by
blocking data access at CSP and rejecting key reencryption on a newly applied key DEK0. The detailed
process of data revocation is described in [34]
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perform big data deduplication. First, duplicated big data
upload is efficient because only xi and pki are sent to CSP.
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Managing encrypted data with deduplication is important
and significant in practice for achieving a successful cloud
storage service, especially for big data storage. In this
paper, we are proposing a practical scheme to manage the
encrypted big data in cloud with deduplication based on
ownership challenge and PREand dedoop framework,
which increases the performance of data upload and load
balance. Our scheme can flexibly support data update and
sharing with deduplication even when the data holders are
offline. Encrypted data can be securely accessed because
only authorized data holders can obtain the symmetric keys
used for data decryption. Extensive performance analysis
and test showed that our scheme is secure and efficient
under the described security model and very suitable for
big data deduplication. The results of our computer
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